The present work reports results of the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), optical absorption, radio-and photoluminescence (RL and PL) complex study of the Lu2Si2O7:Pr and Lu2Si2O7:Ce pyrosilicate crystals. In both crystals, the EPR spectra demonstrate the presence of characteristic signals originating from the Yb 3+ , Er 3+ , Nd 3+ , Dy 3+ , Gd 3+ and V 3+ ions existing in the material as uncontrolled impurities. The corresponding spectra (except for Gd 3+ ) have been analysed in detail and g-and hyperfine tensors are determined for all these ions in the lutetium pyrosilicate for the first time. Optical absorption, RL and PL measurements in the Lu2Si2O7:Pr crystal demonstrated presence of only characteristic Pr 3+ transitions. In addition, the Pr 3+ -Pr 3+ energy transfer was observed and confirmed experimentally.
Introduction
Scintillation materials presently are widely used in various technical fields, the most important of which are the high energy physics, medical imaging, industrial controls, homeland security and others [1] . They must be very efficient in conversion of high energy photons or particles into easily detectable ultraviolet or visible light. Unstoppable search for improvement of already existing and development of new scintillating materials results in the incredibly increased number of the appropriate hosts and dopants. One of those is the Ce 3+ -doped lutetium pyrosilicate, Lu2Si2O7 (LPS), a perspective scintillator for application in the positron emission tomography (PET) [2] . The Ce 3+ ion was expected to occupy in this lattice the regular lutetium site what was proved by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) investigation of the LPS:Ce crystal [3] . The LPS:Ce single crystals grown by the melting zone technique exhibit relatively high light yield (LY) about 20000-27000 ph/MeV along with about 37 ns cerium scintillation decay time and no detectable afterglow [4, 5] . Another activator dopant used in the LPSbased scintillators is Pr 3+ . It appeared in the crosshair of scientific interest as a fast scintillator from 1990's [6, 7] . The Pr 3+ demonstrated faster 5d-4f emission than the Ce 3+ in the microcrystalline LPS prepared by sol-gel method, with the decay times of 16 ns and 37 ns, respectively [8] . Therefore, the Pr-doped lutetium pyrosilicate attracts considerable attention as an ultrafast scintillator.
It is commonly known that the higher light yield and the faster scintillation decay provide the better resolution and larger signal-to-noise ratio in the imaging techniques, either in medicine or in other fields of human activity. Moreover, the constant light yield, independent of the absorbed dose of ionizing radiation, is required especially in medical imaging. Its instability (increase or decrease upon the dose) causes doubling of the observed image [9] . Some scintillators suffer the dose dependence of the light yield, e.g., thallium doped caesium iodide [10] , the material widely used in X-ray imaging [11, 12] .
Praseodymium-doped lutetium pyrosilicate was also investigated on the subject [13] . The radioluminescence (RL) efficiency was shown to increase because of the effective charge traps filling and further depletion resulting in the thermoluminescence (TL) glow peaks at 460 and 515 K creating concurrence to the Pr 3+ emission centers in free carrier trapping under the progressive irradiation. The deliberation of the charge recovers afterwards the initially lowest RL efficiency. The observed an athermal afterglow made evidence for the spatial correlation between traps and Pr 3+ ions. However, the precise description of the physical mechanisms lying behind the phenomenon is often unclear. It is obviously related to the presence of defect (trapping states) in the host bandgap. Therefore, revealing the traps and competitive recombination centers and study their origin is of great importance for their suppression, neutralization or simply prevention during the materials synthesis.
As a rule, the deep traps are caused by the impurity ions of transition series introduced into the growing ingot from crucible, either from the crucible material itself or leftovers of the compounds used for previous substances fabrication. The purity of residual reagents is also of very high priority, since many of the impurities found in the starting materials can appear afterwards in the resulting scintillator host. As an example, the LuAlO3:Ce thin films [14] , La3Ta0.5Ga5.5O14 single crystals [15] , sulphides [16] , tungstates single crystals [17, 18] fabrication can be mentioned. Moreover, the Lu and Y oxides may contain the whole range of lanthanides, especially Yb 3+ as it was shown in e.g., Lu3Al5O12:Ce [19] .
Aluminum-based oxides demonstrate also the presence of Cr 3+ , Fe 2+/3+ , Mo n+ (n = 1-6) [20, 21] , V n+ (n = 2-5) [22, 23] , commonly known natural accidental impurity ions found in corundum. Silicon-based oxides can contain unintentionally Ge 4+ (see e. g., [24] ) and P [25, 26] . The impurity ions beside of the charge trapping sites can also provide other, unexpected ways of energy transfer.
To the best of our knowledge, very little work is done towards the study of impurities in LPS crystals [27, 28] and even fewer papers report the results of the traps and impurities origin in this material. In this connection, the EPR study of Ce 3+ ions [3] and traps related to Ir 3+/4+ ions [29] can be mentioned here. Therefore, the present research is mainly focused on complete EPR study of the Pr-and Ce-doped lutetium pyrosilicates aiming at collection of exhausted information concerning the type of uncontrolled impurities, their localization in lattice and charge state, magnetic and optical properties, and possible role in energy transfer processes induced by high-energy irradiation.
Experimental
The Lu2Si2O7:Pr (LPS:Pr) and Lu2Si2O7:Ce (LPS:Ce) crystals were grown from melt in iridium crucibles by Czochralski method in atmosphere of high pure nitrogen. The initial praseodymium and cerium concentrations in the melt were 0.5 and 0.3 at. %, respectively, with respect to the total rare earth sites. LPS crystallize in the monoclinic structure, space group C2/m [30] . In this lattice there is a single crystallographic site for Lu 3+ ions with six oxygen neighbors forming a distorted octahedron with C2 symmetry. It is expected that the trivalent rare earth (RE 3+ ) impurity ions will substitute namely for the Lu 3+ ions due to close ionic radii as compared to the small Si 4+ ion and the same valence state.
Radioluminescence measurements were performed at room temperature using a Seifert X-ray tube with tungsten target operated at 40 kV; the RL emission was detected by a Horiba Jobin-Yvon setup and detected by a TBX-04 photomultiplier tube (IBH) in the 200-800 nm spectral range. The spectral slitwidth of the emission monochromator was 8 nm.
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements were performed in the X-band (9.4 GHz) with a commercial Bruker X/Q-band E580 FT/CW ELEXSYS and EMX spectrometers at temperatures 10-30 K. For EPR measurements, the crystals were cut in three orthogonal planes (a * b), (bc), and (a * c).
The a* axis was deflected from the crystallographic axis a by an angle of 12° in order to satisfy the orthogonality between crystal planes that was necessary for determination of g factors from EPR spectra.
Results and discussion

EPR spectra of RE ions
The LPS crystals were intently doped with Pr or Ce only, whereas the measured EPR spectra show the presence of other rare-earth ions in the paramagnetic state, namely Yb 3+ , Dy 3+ , Er 3+ , and Nd 3+ . The V 3+ EPR signals were also detected. All these paramagnetic ions penetrate into the crystal from raw materials as uncontrolled impurities. Corresponding spectral lines of all these ions are indicated in the spectrum in Fig. 1 recorded at 18 K. Excepting the Ce 3+ , all other ions show characteristic hyperfine structure in the spectrum originating from isotopes with non-zero nuclear magnetic moments. Therefore, all these ions were easily identified. Separately, EPR spectra of the Yb 3+ Dy 3+ , Er 3+ , Nd 3+ , and V 3+ ions are presented in Fig. 2 . In order to show all details of the hyperfine (HF) structure in their spectrum, each of these spectra was measured at temperature and crystal orientation which are optimal for each of the ions. The HF patterns were simulated taking into account natural abundances of isotopes and their nuclear magnetic moments by using the Bruker WinEPR SimFonia program. In order to determine spectroscopic parameters of the Yb 3+ , Er 3+ , Nd 3+ , Dy 3+ , and Ce 3+ ions, three sets of angular dependencies of the centers of gravity of each of the RE ions spectrum (stronger central lines, which correspond to isotopes with zero nuclear magnetic moment) in three orthogonal planes, (bc), (a*b) and (a*c), were measured and constructed in Fig. 3 . 
here βe is the Bohr magneton, g is a g tensor (variation parameter in the fitting procedure), Ŝ and H are electron spin operator and magnetic field, respectively. Determined principal values and axes of the g tensors are listed in Table 1 . Fig. 4 . The HF structure angular dependencies in Fig. 4 were fitted by the following spin Hamiltonian:
where A(Yb) and I(Yb) are the HF tensor and nuclear spin operator for the 171 Yb isotope. It has been found that the HF tensor principal axes coincide with those of the g tensor, given by the same Euler angles. The 171 A tensor principal values are listed in Table 1 . The HF tensor for the second 173 Yb isotope can be easily calculated by using nuclear magnetic moments of two Y isotopes.
To determine the values of HF tensors of the rest of rare-earth ions and their isotopes, the spectra measured at the magnetic field along a*, b and c crystal directions have been fitted with the calculated ones taking into account the corresponding g tensors from Table 1 . Some of these spectra with the fitted HF structures are presented in Fig. 2 . Similarly to the Yb 3+ ions, the HF tensor principle axes orientations were taken from the g tensor axes. In reality, a small deviation between the two frames of these axes can exist. However, it can hardly be determined from our data due to influence of quadrupole effects, which also shift spectral lines (note that along crystal axes quadrupole effects are small). The clarification of these effects needs a separate study.
The HF parameters obtained from the fits of HF structures are listed in Table 1 . The determined HF constants are rather large demonstrating common property of the HF interaction of the rare-earth ions [32] .
To check whether the g tensor principal values determined from the fit of angular dependencies are physically based, single crystals with increased Ce 3+ and Yb 3+ contents, grinded into powder, were used. The EPR spectra in powders were measured using the electron spin echo (ESE) detected EPR.
The advantage of this method is measurement of pure absorption signal (not the derivative of EPR signal Corresponding ESE detected spectra are shown in Fig. 5a . In particular, EPR spectrum measured in LPS with a large concentration of the Yb ions shows two well-seen singularities at g factors 4.98 and 2.21, which correspond to two g factor principal values. They are in perfect agreement with similar values determined from the fit of resonance field angular dependencies. The resonance magnetic field value, which should correspond to the third g factor, is out of the allowed magnetic field range (beyond the magnet abilities). In case of the Ce doped LPS, there is a superposition of two spectra: Ce 3+ and Yb 3+ . The latter is always presented in large enough concentration even in Yb undoped crystals. Only one Ce 3+ peak is well seen at g = 0.71. This value is also in perfect agreement with data in Table 1 . On the other hand, it was possible to derive more information from the CW EPR spectrum in powder shown in Fig. 5b , including identification of some resonances belonging to other RE ions after comparison with the spectra in Fig. 5a . Especially, there are visible peaks at g(Ce) = 2.98 and g(Nd) = 4.25, which are in agreement with the corresponding values in Table 1 . The g = 0.565 value is close to the determined g1 = 0.478 of the Nd 3+ ion and most probably namely the g = 0.565 is the correct value for this ion. As for the resonances of vanadium ( Figs. 1 and 2) , it was deduced that it is in the +3 charge state (3d 2 ion, electron spin S = 1). Its 8 resonance lines of HF structure due to 51 V nucleus (nuclear spin I = 7/2, 100% abundance) appear centered at magnetic field values never passing over 2200 G in the X MW band. The corresponding g factor is thus not smaller than approximately 3.05. This is completely inconsistent with the V 4+ (3d 1 ion) exhibiting g factor values less than 2 (see e.g., very recent investigation of the vanadium ion charge states by EPR in Y3Al5O12 [33] ). Therefore, this rather points out large zero field splitting (ZFS) constant of this d 2 ion, greater than the microwave quantum used in the X band EPR measurements.
The d 2 configuration with the electron spin S = 1 has two spin allowed transitions -1 ↔ 0 and 0 ↔ +1. There are also possible -1 ↔ +1 electron spin forbidden transition and double quanta absorption [34] . Since, the observed V 3+ spectral lines ( Figs. 1 and 2) are quite narrow as for the d 2 ion they must belong to the double quantum absorption. Determination of the spin Hamiltonian parameters in this case are problematic. However, the situation is much simpler in measurements at much higher microwave frequencies than the 9.4 GHz. We have performed EPR measurements at 210 GHz by using the spectrometer described in [35] . Because the crystal was not doped with vanadium, the V 3+ EPR signal is quite weak. It was possible to detect only one of the allowed transitions. Its spectrum is shown in Fig.   6 . It corresponds to the -1 ↔ 0 allowed transition. The 51 V HF splitting is 82×10 -4 cm -1 . Such splitting is within the range of values usually measured for V 3+ ion in a tetrahedral oxygen environment [31] .
Assuming that g factor for the tetrahedral V 3+ is in the range 1.92 -1.96, one can estimate the zero-field splitting value for V 3+ ion in LPS lattice. It is in the 0.93 -0.98 cm -1 range. This value also agrees with the tetrahedral position of the V 3+ ions [31, 33] . It means that this impurity ion substitutes for Si 4+ . On the other hand, all RE 3+ ions in this host are expected to occupy lutetium site because of close ionic radii values [36] and close chemical properties with Lu. Fig. 6 . V 3+ EPR spectrum in LPS crystal measured at B || c and MW frequency 210 GHz. One of the studied crystal was doped with 0.5% Pr. The Pr 3+ EPR spectrum was not visible in our measurements even at 210-320 GHz as expected EPR transitions are located in the infrared region.
Optical characterization
Therefore, optical absorption spectrum has been measured in this crystal (Fig. 7) . Only the transitions characteristic for the Pr 3+ were observed in according with already published data [37] . RL spectrum of the same crystal is shown in Fig. 8 . As in the absorption spectrum, only the transitions originating from the Pr 3+ 5d-4f and 4f-4f transitions were observed and resolved according to the data published in [27, 38] . No traces of other ions reported above were detected at all. To gain a better insight into the luminescence peculiarities and to study possible energy transfer processes in the lutetium pyrosilicate, the photoluminescence emission (PL) and excitation (PLE) spectra were measured. The PLE spectra were measured for the 265 nm (5d-4f transitions, Fig. 9 ) and 606 nm (4f-4f transitions, Fig. 10 ), the strongest Pr 3+ RL ( Fig. 8 ) and PL ( Fig. 9 ) emissions. Remarkably, the PLE spectrum measured for the 606 nm 4f-4f transition contains also the 4f-5d one of comparable intensity. This might indicate also energy transfer (ET) between different Pr 3+ centers.
Taking into account the initial 0.5 at.% praseodymium ions doping level, the total probability of finding two neighbouring Pr 3+ -Pr 3+ ions can reach about 5-8%. The estimation has been done basing on the similar expectations obtained for the Ce 3+ -Ce 3+ coupled ions in YAlO3 [39] . In order to clarify more this point, the luminescence kinetics have been measured. The corresponding decay curves are shown in Fig. 11 for the 300 nm (5d-4f) and 606 nm (4f-4f) emission. The 256 nm (4f-5d) and 437 nm (4f-4f) excitation wavelengths, respectively, were used. The 300 nm and 256 nm excitations in the case of the d↔f transitions were chosen on the edges of the PLE and PL spectra in order to compensate small Stokes shift (Fig. 9 ). The experimental data in the both cases were fitted by the commonly known single exponential decay function exhibiting the 20 ± 2 ns (300 nm) and 210 ± 5 us (606 nm) decay times, respectively. However, the fit in Fig. 11b is not ideally single exponential. There one may expect very small second component. The respective place is indicated in Fig. 11b in an inset in this figure. Nothing similar was observed in Fig. 11a . Therefore, above-mentioned efficient Pr 3+ -Pr 3+ ET can really contribute to the excited states kinetics processes. No other bands, which might be connected with other RE ions, were observed within 200-800 nm range (restricted to the photodetector sensitivity). This agrees well with low concentrations of the uncontrolled RE impurity ions discussed in subsection 3.1. The Yb 3+ signal strongly dominates in the EPR spectra ( Fig. 1 ). However, its optical transitions cannot be observed in the mentioned range since they appear in the infrared region [40] . Yb 3+ , Ce 3+ , Er 3+ , Nd 3+ , Dy 3+ , and V 3+ ions as uncontrolled impurities were revealed and studied in detail in LPS:0.5%Pr scintillation crystals by measuring their EPR spectra. The same RE ions are presented in Ce-doped LPS crystals. Corresponding g and hyperfine tensors were determined for the first time for the all these RE ions by analysis of single crystal and powder spectra. The Yb 3+ signal strongly prevails in the EPR spectra. The RE ions occupy lutetium site whereas the vanadium ions presumably substitute for the silicon ions. According to optical absorption, RL and PL measurements, only Pr 3+ spectra were detected in LPS:Pr. No traces of other ions were observed at all because of their low concentration. The Yb 3+ optical transitions occur in the infrared region so they were not measured presently in the 200-800 nm experimental region. The Pr 3+ -Pr 3+ energy transfer was confirmed by the analysis of the PLE spectra measurements for the 606 nm 4f-4f transition where the 4f-5d transition was detected as well of the comparable intensity with the 4f-4f one.
Conclusions
